Shelter–In–Place

Critical Information
Sheltering in place is used when evacuation would put people at risk (e.g. environmental hazard, blocked evacuation route).

Sheltering in place provides refuge for students, staff and the public inside the school building during an emergency. Shelters are located in areas of the building that maximize the safety of inhabitants.

When sheltering-in-place:

Building Administration
- Announce students and staff must to go to shelter areas
- Close all exterior doors and windows, if appropriate
- Turn off ventilation system (HVAC), if appropriate
- Monitor the situation
- Provide updates and instructions as available
- Announce “all clear” signal when the emergency has ceased

Staff
- Clear the halls of students and staff immediately and report to the nearest available classroom or other designated shelter area
- Assist those with special needs accommodations
- Take emergency go-kit and class roster
- Take attendance and report any missing or extra students to building administration or incident commander
- Do not allow anyone to leave the classroom or shelter area
- If there appears to be air contamination within the shelter area, place a wet handkerchief or wet paper towel over the nose and mouth for temporary respiratory protection

If sheltering-in-place because of an external gas or chemical release
- Close and tape all windows and doors
- Seal the gap between the bottom of the door

If sheltering-in-place because all evacuation routes are blocked
- Seal door
• Open or close windows as appropriate
• Limit movement and talking
• Communicate your situation to administration or emergency officials by whatever means possible
• Stay away from all doors and windows
• Wait for instructions

In planning, district and building administration should identify safe areas in each building.